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ABSTRACT
In industry, customer lifetime value (LTV) prediction is a challeng-
ing task, since user consumption data is usually volatile, noisy,
or sparse. To address these issues, this paper presents a novel
Temporal-Structural User Representation (named TSUR) network
to predict LTV. We utilize historical revenue time series and user at-
tributes to learn both temporal and structural user representations,
respectively. Specifically, the temporal representation is learned
with a temporal trend encoder based on a novel multi-channel Dis-
crete Wavelet Transform (DWT) module, while the structural rep-
resentation is derived with Graph Attention Network (GAT) on an
attribute similarity graph. Furthermore, a novel cluster-alignment
regularization method is employed to align and enhance these two
kinds of representations. In essence, such a fusion way can be con-
sidered as the association of temporal and structural representations
in the low-pass representation space, which is also useful to prevent
the data noise from being transferred across different views. To
our knowledge, it is the first time that temporal and structural user
representations are jointly learned for LTV prediction. Extensive
offline experiments on two large-scale real-world datasets and on-
line A/B tests have shown the superiority of our approach over a
number of competitive baselines.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→Usermodels; • Information
systems → Temporal data.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As modern economies are becoming predominantly service-based,
it is crucial for user-centric companies to build a strong bond be-
tween application services and customers. And these companies
predict the customer’s lifetime value (LTV), a popular metric that
measures the value of a user during the lifetime of using an appli-
cation [11, 34], to reduce user churn and increase retention.
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(a) Volatile user behavior sequence.
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(b) Sparse user behavior sequence.

Figure 1: Illustration of volatile and sparsity issues in LTV
prediction. Here, we present (a) the consumption sequence
of a representative user and (b) the distribution of the num-
ber of activity days for all the users in our datasets.

In the literature, various LTV prediction methods have been
proposed, roughly categorized as probabilistic methods and ma-
chine learning based methods [17]. The former category [13, 34]
mainly contains the probabilistic generative models for predicting
repetitive purchases and customer churn, where the two kinds of
behaviors are assumed to follow stochastic process. In the latter
category, recent work employs machine learning based methods
for LTV prediction [11, 35], which usually rely on hand-crafted
features. Recently, deep neural networks such as convolutional
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neural network [8] are utilized to automatically learn temporal
representations for improving LTV prediction.

Although these methods have largely improved the performance
of LTV prediction, there are still two major challenges to be solved.
Figure 1 illustrates the two cases with real data from our dataset
(see Section 5.1.1 for data details). First, as illustrated in Figure 1(a),
the consumption history of users is volatile and highly dynamic.
Existing methods typically formulate user consumption history as
time series, and manually or automatically extract surface features
from the sequence data. The extracted features are not able to accu-
rately reflect the stationary characteristics for the underlying trend
of user behavior. Second, from Figure 1(b), we can observe that
most users are seldom active in most days, which means that the
available revenue sequences are often short or sparse. The sparsity
problem becomes more severe considering that our goal is to utilize
the early stage of customers’ lifetime to make prediction for the
entire lifetime. Existing LTV prediction studies seldom address
this issue, while related studies on user modeling mainly leverage
explicit interaction or social graphs to alleviate data sparsity [4, 14],
which is usually not available in the setting of LTV prediction.

To address the above issues, the key is to learn reliable user
representations for accurate LTV prediction from volatile, sparse
behavior sequences. Our solution can be summarized in three major
aspects by learning both temporal and structural user presentations.
To learn temporal user representations, we incorporate the wavelet
transform technique [1] to reduce the influence of volatile data
by considering low- and high-frequency decomposition. Besides,
we utilize auxiliary user attributes to construct an implicit corre-
lation graph, and explicitly learn structural user representations to
complement and enhance temporal representations. Instead of sim-
ply fusing the two kinds of user representations, we borrow the
idea in multi-view learning [25, 45] for deriving a more effective
representation alignment approach.

To this end, this paper presents a novel Temporal-Structural
User Representation (named TSUR) model for LTV prediction. We
utilize two kinds of data signals (i.e., historical revenue time series
and user attributes), to learn user representations in different views,
namely temporal and structural user representations. First, we de-
sign a novel multi-channel discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [1]
module to learn temporal user representations, which is able to
capture more reliable temporal features from raw time series. Sec-
ond, we construct an attribute similarity graph for users and then
utilize graph attention network (GAT) [36] to learn structural user
representations. Third, we propose a novel cluster-alignment regu-
larization technique to reduce the divergence in the two kinds of
user representations. In this way, structural representations can be
utilized to refine and enhance temporal representations. In essence,
such a fusion way can be considered as the association of temporal
and structural representations in the low-pass representation space,
which is also useful to prevent the data noise from being transferred
across different views. Our final approach fuses the two kinds of
user representations for LTV prediction.

To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that temporal-
structural user representations are jointly learned for LTV predic-
tion. Extensive offline experiments on two industry datasets and
online A/B tests have shown the effectiveness of our approach for
LTV prediction by comparing a number of competitive baselines.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we summarize the related works in three aspects.

LTV Prediction. Existing LTV prediction methods can be mainly
divided into two categories according to the learning framework.
The first category is probability-based methods. The classic BTYD
model [34] used customer’s transaction history to forecast future
LTV. Pareto/NBD [13] combined two different parametric distri-
butions to predict the activity and purchase frequency of users,
respectively. However, these probability-based methods heavily
rely on prior distribution assumptions. The second category em-
ploys machine learning models. Group Random Forest [35] and
two-stages XGBoost [11] model were adopted to first identify the
premium users, and then to predict their monetary values. Recently,
deep neural networks were utilized for LTV prediction. A represen-
tative work [8] showed that CNN is superior to MLP in modeling
time series data, which is more suitable to LTV prediction.

Time Series Forecast. In another view, LTV prediction can be
treated as a special time series forecasting task [8]. Classic ap-
proaches include ARIMA [15] and Gaussian process (GP) [32].
These statistical models are simple and interpretable, while they
usually make strong assumptions with respect to a stationary pro-
cess and cannot scale well to multivariate time series data. Deep-
learning-based approaches are free from stationary assumptions
and they are effective methods to capture non-linearity. For exam-
ple, MQ-RNN [42] used a local and global RNN module to make
stable and robust prediction. To overcome the instability of time
series, decomposition-based approaches were proposed to disentan-
gle the original time series into periodical seasonal part and trend
in time-based decomposition model [9] and different frequency
components in frequency-based decomposition model [47].

Multi-view User Modeling.Multi-view user modeling is a preva-
lent learning paradigmwhen user-related data frommultiple modal-
ities or domains is available. Elkahky et al. [12] jointly learned fea-
tures of items from different domains and user features to model
users’ behavior. Cai et al. [7] designed a jointmodel to learn themap-
ping from visual view to text view by simultaneously aligning the
two views. Wang et al. [39] considered graphs built from instance-
view, category-view, and shop-view, and proposed an inter-view
alignment technique to transform information across views.

Our work is built on these studies. While, we are the first to in-
tegrate both temporal and structural user representations for LTV
prediction. We make important technical contribution on the tem-
poral trend encoder and the multi-view representation alignment.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this paper, we study the task of predicting customers’ future
lifetime value (LTV) given their attributes and past consumption
behaviors. Formally, for a user 𝑢 from a user set U, the past con-
sumption behavior is described as a𝑚-length revenue time series,
denoted by 𝒓𝑢 = [𝑟𝑢,1, 𝑟𝑢,2, 𝑟𝑢,3, . . . , 𝑟𝑢,𝑚], where 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 is the revenue
at the 𝑖-th day from user 𝑢. Besides, we assume user attributes are
also available as input. For user𝑢, let 𝒆𝑢 denote the feature vector for
𝑢 consisting of user attributes, where each entry in 𝒆𝑢 corresponds
to some specific attributes (either continuous or categorical), such
as age and activity degree. Based on the attribute feature vectors,
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Figure 2: The overall architecture of our proposed TSURmodel. “MHAtt” and “FFN” denote multi-head attention and feedfor-
ward network, respectively. Modules labeled with ①, ②, ③ correspond to Section 4.1.1, 4.1.2, 4.1.3, respectively.

we can construct an attribute similarity graph, where users are con-
sidered as nodes. Given two users 𝑢 and 𝑣 , we adopt the Gaussian
kernel to measure their similarity: 𝑠𝑢,𝑣 = exp(−𝛾 ∥𝒆𝑢 −𝒆𝑣 ∥2), where
𝛾 is a tuning parameter. Following Paredes and Chávez [31], we
only keep the top-𝐾 most similar neighbors in the graph to reduce
the noise of irrelevant links. In this way, we can obtain an adjacency
matrix S = [𝑠𝑢,𝑣]𝑢,𝑣∈U of size |U| × |U|. Revenue time series and
attribute similarity graph provide different views to understand the
user consumption behavior, either temporal or structural. We would
like to jointly utilize the two views of user data for LTV prediction.

Based on the above notations, given a user 𝑢, the corresponding
𝑚 days historical revenue time series 𝒓𝑢 and attribute vector 𝒆𝑢 ,
our task is to predict the accumulated LTV for the future Δ𝑚 days

from the (𝑚+1)-th day denoted as 𝑦𝑢 =
𝑚+Δ𝑚+1∑
𝑖=𝑚+1

𝑟𝑢,𝑖 . In practice, Δ𝑚

can be tuned according to specific applications.

4 METHOD
In this section, we present a novel Temporal-Structural User Repres-
entation (named TSUR) model to predict LTV. The core idea is
to jointly consider temporal and structural views to derive more
reliable user presentations for LTV prediction. In what follows, we
first introduce the temporal trend encoder based on a multi-channel
discrete wavelet transform (DWT), and then present the graph
neural network encoder for attribute similarity graph. Furthermore,
we propose a cluster-alignment regularization strategy to effectively
align the two views, and combine them for final prediction.

4.1 Temporal Trend Encoder
Due to frequent short-term fluctuations in historical sequences, it
is difficult to accurately predict the future consumption propen-
sity based on surface features from raw time series. Considering
this difficulty, we design a multi-channel DWT based encoder to
learn smooth and reliable underlying temporal consumption trends
for LTV prediction. Specifically, inspired by mWDN [38] with a

trainable wavelet filter to conduct wavelet decomposition, we first
extend the vanilla mWDN by incorporating multi-channel wavelet
filters. Then, we perform a novel multi-channel DWT decompo-
sition and obtain multi-channel low- and high-frequency compo-
nents. Finally, we apply GRU and multi-head attention to model the
correlations of channels and frequency components, respectively.

4.1.1 Building Multi-Channel Trainable Wavelet Filters. Wavelet
transform is widely used as a multi-resolution denoising approach
that produces a smoother series meanwhile maintains its fine struc-
ture. It proves to be effective to model and forecast volatile sequence
data [1, 33] (more DWT details can be found in Appendix A). Con-
forming to the homogeneity and orthogonality constraints (Eq. 23,
24, 25 in Appendix A), we initialize the high-pass 𝒉 ∈ R𝑎 and low-
pass 𝒍 ∈ R𝑎 wavelet filters. The low- and high-pass weight matrices
W𝐿 , W𝐻 ∈ R𝑚×𝑚 can be defined as follows:

W𝐿 [𝑖, 𝑖 + 𝑗] = 𝒍 [ 𝑗], W𝐻 [𝑖, 𝑖 + 𝑗] = 𝒉[ 𝑗], (1)

where 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 𝑎} and𝑚 is the length of time series.
Typically, traditional DWT and mWDN need to pre-set appro-

priate wavelet filters for a specific time series, which requires prior
knowledge or domain experiences. In order to alleviate the bias
from pre-set wavelet filters and decompose the original time se-
ries in different frequency domains, we design a multi-channel
DWT, where each channel corresponds to a low- and high-pass
weight matrices constructed by unique low- and high-pass wavelet
filters. We can obtain W𝐿 = [W𝐿,1;W𝐿,2, · · · ,W𝐿,𝐶 ] and W𝐻 =

[W𝐻,1;W𝐻,2, · · · ,W𝐻,𝐶 ] ∈ R𝑚×𝑚×𝐶 as the low- and high- weight
tensors (see module ① in Figure 2), where 𝐶 is the number of chan-
nels, W𝐿,𝑐 and W𝐻,𝑐 are the low- and high-pass weight matrices
for the 𝑐-th channel.

4.1.2 Performing Multi-Channel Wavelet Decomposition. Similar to
DWT and mWDN, a single-channel DWT decomposes the original
𝑚-length time series by multiplying the low- and high-pass weight
matrices and then passing the results into average pooling layer to



perform the down-sampling:

𝒙 (𝑑)
𝐿

= AvgPool
(
𝜎 (W𝐿𝒙

(𝑑−1)
𝐿

+ 𝒃𝐿)
)

(2)

𝒙 (𝑑)
𝐻

= AvgPool
(
𝜎 (W𝐻𝒙

(𝑑−1)
𝐿

+ 𝒃𝐻 )
)
, (3)

where 𝒙 (𝑑)
𝐿

, 𝒙 (𝑑)
𝐻

∈ R
𝑚

2𝑑 are the outputs of low- and high-pass filters
at the 𝑑-th decomposition level, 𝒙 (0)

𝐿
is set as input time series, and

𝜎 is a sigmod activation function, and 𝒃𝐿 and 𝒃𝐻 are the initial bias.
WithW𝐿 andW𝐻 , we can extend Eq. 2 and 3 in a multi-channel

way to produce low- and high-frequency components:

X(𝑑)
𝐿

= AvgPool
(
𝜎 (W𝐿X

(𝑑−1)
𝐿

+ B𝐿)
)

(4)

X(𝑑)
𝐻

= AvgPool
(
𝜎 (W𝐻X

(𝑑−1)
𝐿

+ B𝐻 )
)
. (5)

where X(𝑑)
𝐻

=[𝒙 (𝑑)
𝐻,1; 𝒙

(𝑑)
𝐻,2; · · · ; 𝒙

(𝑑)
𝐻,𝐶

], X(𝑑)
𝐿

=[𝒙 (𝑑)
𝐿,1 ; 𝒙

(𝑖)
𝐿,2; · · · ; 𝒙

(𝑑)
𝐿,𝐶

]

∈ R
𝑚

2𝑑
×𝐶 are the high- and low-frequency parts at the 𝑑-th decom-

position level.
The low-frequency component indicates the underlying long-

term consumption trend that dominates the future consumption
propensity, while the high-frequency components reflect the unsta-
ble short-term consumption tendency (e.g., on Black Friday or shop-
ping festivals). Following Weeks and Bayoumi [40], we keep all the
high-frequency components while only reserve the low-frequency
component at the last decomposition level to model the future LTV,
sowe have𝐷+1 frequency components {X(0)

𝐻
,X(1)
𝐻
, · · · ,X(𝐷)

𝐻
,X(𝐷)
𝐿

},
where 𝐷 is the number of decomposition levels.

4.1.3 Modeling Correlations for Different Channels and Frequency
Components. After obtaining the 𝐷 + 1 frequency components, we
further utilize a GRU-based layer to characterize the correlations
among different wavelet channels and capture the temporal de-
pendencies of original positions. Indeed, a frequency component
X(𝑑) can be regarded as a sub-series that reserves the time order
information in the raw time series by a 𝐶-dimensional vector. We
can feed it into a GRU layer, and derive the hidden state of the last
position that it contains: 𝒛 = GRU(X(𝑑) ). By repeating this process
𝐷 + 1 times for all frequency components, we can obtain a matrix
consisting of 𝐷 + 1 hidden states, denoted by Z:

Z = [𝒛1; 𝒛2; · · · ; 𝒛𝐷 ; 𝒛𝐷+1] . (6)
To adaptively learn the interaction of different frequency repre-

sentations, we adopt the multi-head self-attention mechanism on
the hidden statesZ (Eq. 6). Specifically, the multi-head self-attention
is defined as:

F(𝑖) = MHA(F(𝑖−1) )

= [ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑1, ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑2, · · · , ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑ℎ]W𝑂 (7)

ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑗 = Attention(F(𝑖−1)W𝑄

𝑗
, F(𝑖−1)W𝐾

𝑗 , F
(𝑖−1)W𝑉

𝑗 ),

where the F(𝑖−1) is the input for the 𝑖-th layer. When 𝑖=1, the in-
put F(0) is set as Z, and the projection matrix W𝑄

𝑗
, W𝐾

𝑗
, W𝑄

𝑗
and

W𝑂
𝑗
are the corresponding learnable parameters for each attention

head. The attention function is implemented by scaled dot-product
operation:

Attention(Q,K,V) = softmax( QK
⊤√

𝑑/ℎ
)V. (8)

Finally, we take the learned representations F at the last layer,
and apply an average pooling as the temporal representation of user
𝑢, denoted by 𝒕𝑢 :

𝒕𝑢 = AvgPool(F). (9)

4.2 Enhancing User Representation by
Attribute Similarity Graph Encoder

In our approach, temporal user representations are directly learned
from raw time series, which is usually short and sparse. Therefore,
we leverage intrinsic similarity of consumption trends between
users with similar profiles for enhancing temporal user represen-
tations. Specifically, we learn structural user representations on
the attribute similarity graph, and associate structural represen-
tations with temporal representations based on cluster-alignment
regularization.

4.2.1 Attribute Similarity Graph Encoder. Recall that we have con-
structed the attribute similarity graph with the adjacency matrix
S. Based on this similarity graph, we adopt the commonly used
graph attention network (GAT) [36] to learn structural user rep-
resentations by propagating and aggregating node information
over graphs. In particular, the node representations can be updated
through GAT layer defined as follows:

𝒑 (𝑙)
𝑖

= S(𝑙)N(𝑙)
𝑖
, (10)

𝜶 (𝑙)
𝑖 𝑗

=
exp

(
LeakyReLU(𝒗𝑇 (𝒑 (𝑙)

𝑖
|𝒑 (𝑙)
𝑗
))
)∑

𝑘∈K𝑖 exp
(
LeakyReLU(𝒗𝑇 (𝒑 (𝑙)

𝑖
|𝒑 (𝑙)
𝑘

))
) , (11)

N(𝑙+1)
𝑖

= 𝜎

( ∑
𝑗 ∈K𝑖

𝜶 (𝑙)
𝑖 𝑗

𝒑 (𝑙)
𝑗

)
, (12)

where S and 𝒗 are the weight matrix and weight vector, respectively,
and K𝑖 denotes the neighbours set of node 𝑖 . The representation
N(𝑙−1) will be propagated through the GAT layer to obtain the new
representation N(𝑙) , and the input N(0) of the first GAT layer is the
attribute features {𝒆𝑢 }𝑢∈U of users. GAT introduces multi-head
attention to enrich the model capacity and to stabilize the learning
process. Each attention head is with specific parameters and their
outputs can be concatenated as the final representation:

N(𝑙+1)
𝑖

=
𝐾

| |
𝑘=1

𝜎

( ∑
𝑗 ∈K𝑖

𝜶𝑘𝑖 𝑗𝒑
(𝑙)
𝑗

)
, (13)

where | | represents concatenation, and 𝐾 is the number of attention
heads. Then, we can obtain a latent vector 𝒏𝑢 for each user𝑢, called
structural user representations.

4.2.2 Cluster-Alignment Regularization. The purpose of this step is
to effectively align the two kinds of representations for subsequent
representation fusion.Since representations in different views en-
code heterogeneous data characteristics, a simple fusion way might
affect the representation capacity in each single view [25, 46]. Fol-
lowing the consensus principle [24, 45], we propose to project
both structural representation and temporal representation (low-
frequency only) into shared clusters for semantic alignment. Such a
cluster-based alignment way can be regarded as a form of low-rank
approximation [37], which is able to reduce the noise of each view
and derive high-quality representation alignment.



We assume that users are likely to form coherent groups or clus-
ters, where they show similar patterns on consumption behaviors.
Assume that there are totally 𝐾 clusters shared by the two views,
and each cluster 𝑘 is associated with a centroid embedding 𝒄𝑘 en-
coding the main characteristics of this cluster. In each view, we have
specific assignments of users to the 𝐾 cluster centroids according
to view-specific user representations. We consider a soft (i.e., prob-
abilistic) assignment of users among the 𝐾 clusters. Formally, let
\𝑢,𝑘 and 𝜙𝑢,𝑘 denote the probabilities of user 𝑢 that is assigned to
the 𝑘-th cluster in the temporal and structural views, respectively.
The two kinds of probability assignments are defined as follows:

\𝑢,𝑘 =
(1 + 𝑑 (1)

𝑢,𝑘

2
/𝑡)−

𝑡+1
2∑

𝑘′
(1 + 𝑑 (1)

𝑢,𝑘

2
/𝑡)−

𝑡+1
2

, (14)

𝜙𝑢,𝑘 =
(1 + 𝑑 (2)

𝑢,𝑘

2
/𝑡)−

𝑡+1
2∑

𝑘′
(1 + 𝑑 (2)

𝑢,𝑘

2
/𝑡)−

𝑡+1
2

, (15)

where we compute the assignment probabilities by the Student-𝑡
distribution kernel [26] (suitable to situations where the sample
size is small and the population standard deviation is unknown),
and the distance between user and cluster embeddings 𝑑 (1)

𝑢,𝑘
and

𝑑
(2)
𝑢,𝑘

in the two views are derived with feedforward layers as:

𝑑
(1)
𝑢,𝑘

= tanh(W1 [𝒛𝐷+1; 𝒄𝑘 ] + 𝑏1), (16)

𝑑
(2)
𝑢,𝑘

= tanh(W2 [𝒏𝑢 ; 𝒄𝑘 ] + 𝑏2), (17)

where 𝒛𝐷+1 (Eq. 6) and 𝒏𝑢 (Eq. 13) are low-pass temporal represen-
tation and structural representation for user 𝑢, respectively.

Here we only take the low-frequency temporal representation
that present smooth yet fine structure of consumption series. An-
other note is graph neural networks can also be interpreted as
a low-pass filter [6, 29, 43] over graph structure, extracting the
global smooth topological features on the whole graph and retain-
ing the commonality of node features [6]. In this way, we indeed
associate the two kinds of representations in the low-pass repre-
sentation space. Formally, we minimize the Jensen-Shannon (JS)
divergence [28] between the assignment distributions in two views
over all the users as the alignment loss:

L𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛 =
1
2𝐾𝐿 (Θ | |Φ + Θ

2 ) + 1
2𝐾𝐿 (Φ | |

Φ + Θ

2 )

=
1
2
∑
𝑢∈U

𝐾∑
𝑘=1

(
\𝑢,𝑘 log

2\𝑢,𝑘
𝜙𝑢,𝑘 + \𝑢,𝑘

+ 𝜙𝑢,𝑘 log
2𝜙𝑢,𝑘

𝜙𝑢,𝑘 + \𝑢,𝑘

)
. (18)

With this loss, the distributions from two views are pulled to
close in the cluster-based space. On one hand, it leverages useful
information from the structural view for enhancing temporal user
representations. On the other hand, it makes the fusion between two
views feasible by sharing the same clusters and cluster embeddings.
There can be other graph regularization techniques [2, 3]. While,
our method seeks to form a looser integration between the two
views at cluster level instead of at node level in order to prevent
the incorporation of noise across views.

4.3 Optimization and Discussion
Next, we present the overall loss (with two kinds of user represen-
tations) to be optimized, and further discuss our model in details.

4.3.1 Temporal-Structural Representation Fusion. For each user 𝑢,
we can obtain the temporal representation 𝒕𝑢 and structural repre-
sentation 𝒏𝑢 . After cluster-alignment in Section 4.2.2, we combine
the two kinds of representations as the final user representation 𝒐𝑢
with a gating mechanism as follows:

𝒐𝑢 = 𝑔𝑢 · 𝒒𝑢 + (1 − 𝑔𝑢 ) · 𝒕𝑢 (19)
𝑔𝑢 = 𝜎 (W2 [𝒕𝑢 ; 𝒏𝑢 ] + 𝒃2)
𝒒𝑢 = tanh(W1 [𝒕𝑢 ; 𝒏𝑢 ] + 𝒃1) .

Then, a linear layer is applied to project 𝒐𝑢 for prediction:

𝑦𝑢 = relu(W3𝒐𝑢 + 𝑏3), (20)

where𝑦𝑢 is the predicted LTV by ourmodel.We adopt theMSE (Mean
Square Error) as the loss function, defined as:

L𝑙𝑡𝑣 =
1
|U|

∑
𝑢∈U

(𝑦𝑢 − 𝑦𝑢 )2, (21)

where 𝑦𝑢 is ground-truth LTV defined in Section 3. And the total
loss is the combination of L𝑙𝑡𝑣 and L𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛 :

L = L𝑙𝑡𝑣 + _L𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛, (22)

where _ is a hyper-parameter to adjust the weight of the alignment
loss L𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛 (Eq. 18). To optimize the total loss, we first separately
optimize the temporal trend encoder (Section 4.1) and the structural
encoder (Section 4.2.1) by the loss L𝑙𝑡𝑣 in Eq. 21. And, we incorpo-
rate the cluster-alignment loss L𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛 (Eq. 18), and jointly optimize
the two encoders via the total loss in Eq. 22. More optimization
details can be found in Appendix B.

4.3.2 Discussion. The key of our task is to learn reliable user repre-
sentations from noisy, sparse data for LTV prediction. Generally, it
can be considered as a multi-view learning approach. However, dif-
ferent from existing multi-view user modeling studies [7, 12, 39], we
make an important technical contribution. Instead of simply learn-
ing feature mapping [7] or sharing [39], we align low-frequency rep-
resentations that contain smoother and purer information [29, 33]
in temporal and structural views (with Eq. 18). In particular, we
perform the feature alignment at the cluster level. Such a way can
be regarded as a form of low-rank approximation [37], which is
helpful to prevent the noise information from being transferred
across different views. Since we adopt GAT, a method that aims at
learning the local attentions of nodes rather than the global topol-
ogy [36], we can utilize the model weights learned with existing
data to derive representations on new users in an inductive man-
ner [18]. Besides, it is flexible to extend our approach to model the
data from more views. For this purpose, the major extensions lie
in the incorporation pairwise cluster-alignment loss, where the
clusters are shared across all the views.

For service-based applications, we are more concerned about the
latency of online inference. Given𝑚-day data, the DWT operation
from multi-channel can be parallelized with time O(𝑚𝑎), where 𝑎
is the length of wavelet filter. After that, the GRU and self-attention
modules take time O(𝑚 +𝐷2), where 𝐷 is the DWT decomposition



level. For GAT encoder, the structural representation can be ob-
tained with time O(𝐾) from a pre-trained GAT model, where 𝐾 is
the number of neighbors in attribute similarity graph. Indeed, we do
not need to compute the regularization part in the inference phrase,
so that we can compute the two representations in parallel, which
has the time complexity of max(O((𝑚 + 1)𝑎 + 𝐷2),O(𝐾)). As for
offline training, the major barrier preventing parallel learning lies
in the cluster-alignment regularization, which can be accelerated by
stale synchronous parallel [19] for parameter update. When building
an attribute similarity graph for millions or even more users, we
can further adopt locality sensitive hashing [10] to accelerate the
procedure of finding 𝐾 nearest neighbors.

5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first setup the experiments, and present the
experimental analysis.

5.1 Experimental Setup
5.1.1 Datasets. The two datasets are collected from a real-world
application of QQ browser app in Tencent1 via two major user
acquisition channels: (1) pre-installation on new mobile phones and
(2) download in app stores, which reflect different app installment
purposes, called PI and AS for short. For each dataset, we randomly
sample more than 30,000 anonymous users. Each dataset comprises
two kinds of data signals, namely the revenue time series and user
attribute information. The monetary value of users is recorded on
a daily basis in the form of float number, and the revenue time
series spans 120 days. The user attributes contain numerical and
categorical features, where the numerical features include age, city
level, average session time, maximum session time and the number
of user actions, and the categorical features include cooperation
agent of user acquisition, gender and mobile phone brand. Table 1
presents the basic statistics of our datasets, including the number
of users, average consumption frequency per user and average LTV
per user in 120-day data. For evaluation, we split the two datasets
into training/validation/test sets with a ratio of 8 : 1 : 1.

Table 1: The statistics of our datasets.

Dataset #users average consumption frequency average LTV
PI 33,505 14.46 2.01
AS 36,264 14.35 2.00

5.1.2 Experiment Settings. To evaluate the performance of our
model on different lifetime horizons, based on the first 30-day data,
we conduct corresponding experiments on the future 30-day and
90-day LTV, which can be considered as short- and long-term evalu-
ation, respectively. For the parameters in our model, the number of
channels and decomposition levels in multi-channel DWT module
are set as 50 and 3, respectively. The embedding sizes for GRU and
GAT are 100 and 30, respectively, and the number of clusters is
300 and the loss weight _ in Eq. 22 is set as 0.01. We use the Adam
optimizer [21] to learn our model, and the learning rate is tuned in
{0.01, 0.005, 0.001, 0.0005, 0.0001}. The batch size is empirically set
to 256. Early stopping is used with a patience of 5 epochs.

1https://www.tencent.com/

5.1.3 Evaluation Metrics and Baselines. Following [11], we adopt
Normalized Rooted Mean Square Error (NRMSE) and Normalized
Mean Average Error (NMAE) to evaluate the performance of dif-
ferent methods. More metric details can be found in Appendix C.2.
Note that the lower these metrics are, the performance is better.
And we compare our model with baselines from four categories,
namely (1) LTV prediction, (2) time series forecasting, (3) graph
neural network and (4) user behavior model, including:

• Two-stage XGBoost [11] divides the LTV prediction process
into two tasks, churn classification and monetary revenue regres-
sion, and utilizes XGBoost to model these two tasks, respectively.

• Group RandomForest [35] segments users into groups by
consumption frequency, and apply Random Forest to predict LTV
for each group separately.

•WhalesDetector [8] uses a three-layer CNNwith three kernel
sizes (7, 3 and 1), respectively, to detect the valuable users.

• DSANet [20] utilizes global and local temporal components
to capture complex mixtures of global and local features.

• LSTNet [22] uses CNN and RNN to extract short-term local
dependency and long-term patterns from revenue time series.

•NBeats [30] proposes a neural architecture based on backward
and forward residual links to model gradually varying trend and
recurring seasonality.

• GraphSAGE [18] is an inductive method that leverages node
attribute information to effectively generate node representations.

• Graph WaveNet [44] obtains temporal features with Tempo-
ral Convolution Network and then utilizes the temporal represen-
tation as node features to analyze the spatial relations with GCN.

• TiSSA [23] utilizes the time-interval-based GRU and time-
sliced hierarchical self-attention module to exploit both local and
global temporal dependency of user behaviors.

For fair comparison, we use both the revenue time series and
user attributes as features for all the baselines. For example, we
concatenate the original time series with attribute feature vectors
to form new features and feed them into WhalesDetector for LTV
prediction. For GNN models, we use the same attribute similarity
graph as in our approach, and extract the RFM (recency-frequency-
monetary) [41] features from revenue time series concatenated with
user attributes as nodes features. For the baselines, the parameters
are set as their default values or tuned on the validation set. To
reproduce the results of all the comparison methods, we report their
parameter settings in Appendix C. Our code can be accessed via this
link: https://github.com/xmzzyo/LTV-prediction. Some modules in
baselines, e.g., LSTNet and TiSSA, are implemented by RecBole [48].

5.2 Performance Comparison
We present the results of all the baselines and our model on 30-day
and 90-day LTV prediction in Table 2.

First, Group RandomForest learns separate models for users with
different consumption frequencies, which predict LTV in an ensem-
ble manner and perform better than Two-stage XGBoost. Second,
the WhalesDetector model achieves the best performance among
all the baselines. The major reason is that it employs hierarchical
convolution operation that can be seen as a smooth process on the
revenue time series. Such a technique can eliminate noises to some
extent and capture more stationary patterns. Although LSTNet also

https://github.com/xmzzyo/LTV-prediction


Table 2: Performance comparison on next 30-day and 90-day LTV prediction. Best and the second best results are marked
in bold and underline. The 𝑡-test [5] under NRMSE metric shows that the improvement of our method over the best base-
line (WhalesDetector) is significant (𝑝-𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒=0.0022).

Methods
PI AS

30-day 90-day 30-day 90-day
NRMSE NMAE NRMSE NMAE NRMSE NMAE NRMSE NMAE

Two-stage XGBoost 0.8786 0.5709 1.0386 0.6237 0.9012 0.5834 1.0422 0.6275
Group RandomForest 0.6681 0.4625 0.8910 0.5984 0.6853 0.4777 0.8978 0.6107

WhalesDetector 0.5396 0.3167 0.8456 0.4681 0.5467 0.3256 0.8915 0.4935
DSANet 0.7248 0.3619 0.9916 0.5889 0.7273 0.3436 1.0168 0.6302
LSTNet 0.6671 0.3265 0.8860 0.5821 0.7251 0.4075 0.9685 0.6559
NBeats 0.5843 0.3513 0.8834 0.5211 0.5489 0.3392 0.9245 0.5403

GraphSAGE 0.7868 0.5271 0.9886 0.6328 0.7499 0.5101 1.0397 0.6437
Graph WaveNet 0.6266 0.3306 0.9599 0.4482 0.7343 0.4378 0.9582 0.4830

TiSSA 0.7521 0.5478 0.9949 0.7333 0.7756 0.5744 1.0141 0.7311
TSUR (our method) 0.4274 0.2464 0.7193 0.4220 0.4432 0.2542 0.6863 0.3915

adopts the CNN architecture, it uses a one-layer CNN with a fixed-
length convolution kernel, which cannot adaptively discover the
temporal patterns at different levels of varying revenue sequences.
For time series forecasting models, NBeats performs better than
LSTNet and DASNet, since it additionally considers both temporal
trend and recurring seasonality. Third, similar to our method, Graph
WaveNet models temporal and spatial features simultaneously. It
is able to learn effective node representations by considering the
relations between the two views and performs better than Graph-
SAGE, which only learns the structural information. Finally, with
time-interval-based GRU and time-sliced hierarchical self-attention
to model series segments, TiSSA does not perform well since it is
difficult to identify reliable consumption trend for short segments
especially when the sequences are sparse.

As a comparison, our model TSUR achieves the best performance
on all the metrics across different datasets and tasks. It jointly
learns temporal and structural representations from revenue time
series and attribute similarity graph. Besides, the two kinds of
representations are fused through cluster-alignment regularization,
which effectively improves the performance for LTV prediction.

Table 3: Ablation study of our model on LTV prediction.

Future Variant PI AS
horizon NRMSE NMAE NRMSE NMAE

30 days

T 0.4660 0.2655 0.4853 0.2792
S 0.7242 0.4817 0.7304 0.4715
TS 0.4379 0.2504 0.4594 0.2611
TSC 0.4274 0.2464 0.4432 0.2542

90 days

T 0.7501 0.4434 0.7511 0.4404
S 0.9847 0.6009 1.0208 0.6957
TS 0.7448 0.4241 0.7119 0.4026
TSC 0.7193 0.4220 0.6863 0.3915

5.3 Ablation Study
We conduct the ablation study to examine effects of different mod-
ules in our model. Four variants of our approach are compared,
including: (A) T denotes using only the temporal representation
frommulti-channel DWT based trend encoder to predict LTV; (B) S

denotes using only the structural representation from GAT encoder
to predict LTV; (C) TS denotes directly fusing the representations
from these two encoders to predict LTV; (D) TSC denotes our com-
plete model with cluster-alignment regularization.

In Table 3, we can see that the performance order among different
variants can be summarized as: S < T < TS < TSC. These results
indicate that the temporal trend encoder contributes the most to the
final performance, since it can effectively model the reliable trend of
revenue time series with a multi-channel DWT based architecture.
While, using only structural representations does not perform well.
Nevertheless, it can improve the representations of users and make
a better prediction by fusing the structural representations. By
incorporating the cluster-alignment regularization technique, it
further leads to a performance improvement especially for the 90-
day prediction, which demonstrates the effectiveness of learning
reliable long-term user consumption representation of our model.

5.4 Performance Tuning
In this part, we examine the robustness of our model, and analyze
the influence of parameters and training data onmodel performance.
For simplicity, we only incorporate the best baseline WhalesDetec-
tor from Table 2 as a comparison.
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Figure 3: Performance tuning for 90-day LTV prediction on
AS dataset (results on PI dataset are similar and omitted).

Ourmodel adopts a cluster-alignment mechanism to enhance the
temporal representations. The number of clusters 𝐾 will affect the
model performance. We vary 𝐾 in the set {100, 200, 300, 400, 500}.
It can be observed from Figure 3(a) that 𝐾 = 300 achieves the best
performance for our model. While, our model is consistently better
than the baseline at the five choices.



Next, we study the performance sensitivity of our model by
varying the amount of training data. We take 20%, 40%, 60% and
80% from the complete training data to generate four new training
sets, respectively. We fix the test set as original, and then learn
the model with new training sets, and report the corresponding
results on the test set. As we can see from Figure 3(b), our model
consistently outperforms the best baseline from Table 2. Especially,
with only 40% training data, our model can achieve a relatively
good performance, which improves the baseline by a large margin.

5.5 Case Study
Our model has two major contributions for LTV prediction, namely
multi-channel DWT based consumption trend encoder and cluster-
alignment regularization. As shown in Table 3, they are useful to
improve the model performance. In this part, we show qualitative
cases to understand why they work well.

𝑢! 𝑢"

𝑢# 𝑢$

Figure 4: DWT decomposition for four users, where the two
pairs correspond to churn and return, respectively. The raw
time series is in blue and the decomposed low- and high-
frequency components are in red and green, respectively.

Figure 4 shows the wavelet decomposition results of four sam-
pled users in our datasets, where 𝑢1 and 𝑢2 are churn users and
𝑢3 and 𝑢4 are return users. By reading the original time series, the
users in each pair have substantially different shapes, and it is hard
to directly identify the difference or connection between two users
in a pair. With the wavelet decomposition in our approach, we can
see that low-frequency components are indeed very similar for two
users in a pair. Recall that low- and high-frequency components
correspond to stationary long-term and unstable short-term trends,
respectively. This example indicates that our approach is able to
reduce the noise or unstable signals from raw time series.

FutureFirst 30-day FutureFirst 30-day

Figure 5: One sampled cluster after cluster-alignment regu-
larization.We only present five users for clarity. The first 30-
day and future sequence are in black and blue, respectively.

Furthermore, Figure 5 presents one selected cluster of users after
cluster-alignment regularization.With only the first 30-day revenue
sequence, the five users tends to be split into two groups (either left
or right), since the two users at the right side show a churn tendency
of low activity. While, in fact, the two users on the right side are
return users with a recurring surge of activity. Based on future data,

the five users should be grouped into the same cluster because they
share very similar future trends. By inspecting into their profiles,
we find this cluster corresponds to users with similar attributes,
e.g., young people from second- or third-tier cities. It indicates that
structural representations can complement the temporal view and
enhance the user representations for LTV prediction.

5.6 Online A/B Test
To further examine the effectiveness of our approach, we conduct
online A/B tests in real application scenario of the QQ browser
app. Specifically, about 20,000 users are randomly sampled from
real traffic, who have a lifetime of at least 30 days (consisting with
previous setting) before our experiment. Then, we randomly split
them into control group (𝐴) and treatment group (𝐵) with the same
size. For comparison, we applyWhalesDetector (the best baseline in
Table 2) and our TSUR model to select top 𝑛 users with the largest
predicted LTV from groups 𝐴 and 𝐵, respectively for investment
(i.e., profit incentive). Then, we adopt the same investment strat-
egy (omitted to company privacy) to the selected users of the two
groups. Finally, we compute the Return on Investment (ROI) [16]
for both groups, defined as 𝑅𝑂𝐼 = 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑜𝑛 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜 𝑓 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
. As

a commonly used metric to measure the ratio of net profit over a
period and cost of investment, a larger ROI value indicates users
with potentially higher consumption are found.

Table 4: Comparison of ROI metrics in online A/B test.

Methods ROI-10 ROI-20
WhalesDetector 0.1420 0.3571

TSUR 0.1636 0.3699

Here, we perform the comparison with 10-day prediction and
20-day prediction. Table 4 presents the ROI comparison between
WhalesDetector and our method TSUR. As we can see, our model
TSUR is consistently better than the compared baseline, which
further demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed model.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a Temporal-Structural user representa-
tion model for LTV prediction. We considered two kinds of data
inputs. For temporal trend encoder, we developed an improved
multi-channel DWT to learn more reliable temporal user represen-
tations. For structural encoder, we leveraged GAT to learn structural
user representations over attribute similarity graph. In particular,
a novel cluster-alignment regularization technique was proposed
to align the two kinds of user representations. Extensive offline
experiments on two real-world datasets and online A/B tests have
shown the effectiveness of our approach.

Currently, we only decompose the revenue time series with
respect to frequency domain. We will incorporate other influencing
factors such as bursty social events in future work. Besides, we will
consider leveraging other kinds of user correlation data such as
social graphs to learn better structural user representations.
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APPENDIX
We offer some technical details and reproducibility-related infor-
mation as supplementary materials to help readers understand and
reproduce our model.

A DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM
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Figure 6: Three levels Mallat DWT process. After input the
original revenue time series, the DWT produces different
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with low-pass and high-pass wavelet filters respectively.

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [40] is any wavelet trans-
form for which the wavelets are discretely sampled, which has good
temporal resolution by capturing both frequency and location infor-
mation from time series. The DWT has been successfully applied
over a wide range of fields in order to decompose the non-stationary
time series into time-frequency domain. Multiresolution denoising
using wavelet transform produces a smoother series yet maintains
the fine structure of that series. It proves to be very beneficial to
series modeling and forecasting [1, 33].

To perform multi-resolution DWT, an efficient way is through
the Mallat algorithm [27], which passes the origin time series
though a low-pass filter 𝒍 = [𝑙1, 𝑙2, · · · , 𝑙𝑎] and a high-pass filter
𝒉 = [ℎ1, ℎ2, · · · , ℎ𝑎], where the low- and high-pass filters conform
the following constrains:
Constrain 1: Homogeneity:∑

𝑎

𝑙𝑖 =
√
2 (23)

Constrain 2: Orthogonality∑
𝑎

𝑙𝑖𝑙𝑖+2𝑚 = 𝜎𝑚,0 (24)∑
𝑎

ℎ𝑖ℎ𝑖+2𝑚 = 𝜎𝑚,0 . (25)

The low-frequency and high-frequency components can be ob-
tained as follow:

𝒙𝑛
𝑙
=

𝑇−1∑
𝑡=0

𝒍 [2𝑇 − 𝑡]𝒙𝑛−1
𝑙

[𝑡] (26)

𝒙𝑛
ℎ
=

𝑇−1∑
𝑡=0

𝒉[2𝑇 − 𝑡]𝒙𝑛−1
ℎ

[𝑡], (27)

where 𝒙𝑛
𝑙
and 𝒙𝑛

ℎ
are the outputs of low-pass and high-pass filters at

the 𝑛-th decomposition level, named approximation and detail co-
efficients, or low-frequency and high-frequency component respec-
tively, and 𝒙0

𝑙
is the original time series when 𝑛=1. As illustrated in

Figure 6, the decomposition process is iteratively applied on the low-
frequency part at different levels to getX(𝑛) = {𝒙0

ℎ
, 𝒙1
ℎ
, · · · , 𝒙𝑛

ℎ
, 𝒙𝑛
𝑙
},

called as the 𝑛-th level decomposed results.

B LEARNING ALGORITHM
Algorithm 1 presents the training algorithm for our TSUR model.
The entire procedure of our approach consists of three important
modules, namely temporal trend encoder, attribute similarity graph
encoder and cluster-alignment regularization module.

We first initialize trainable wavelet filters formulti-channel DWT
conforming to the homogeneity and orthogonality constraints (Eq.
23, 24, 25) and build attribute similarity graph based on attribute vec-
tors (line 2-3). By conducting multi-channel DWT and modeling the
correlations for different channels and frequency components (line
5-6), we can obtain the temporal user representation (line 7). For
line 8, the structural user representation is derived with GAT en-
coder. After the temporal and structural user representations are
learned, we align the two representations by cluster-alignment reg-
ularization (line 10). Finally, we make LTV prediction (line 12) with
the fused user representation obtained in line 11.

Algorithm 1 The training algorithm for the TSUR model.
Input: Revenue time series {𝒓𝑢 } and user attribute vector {𝒆𝑢 } for

the users inU.
Output: The predicted LTV {𝑦𝑢 }𝑢∈U .
1: Randomly initialize the parameters in the TSUR model;
2: Initialize multi-channel wavelet filters conforming to con-

straints (Eq. 23, 24, 25);
3: Build attribute similarity graph with attribute vectors;
4: for 𝑢 = 1 → |U| do
5: Perform multi-channel wavelet decomposition by Eq. 4, 5.
6: Model correlations for channels and frequency components

with GRU and self-attention as introduced in Section 4.1.3.
7: Obtain temporal user representation 𝒕𝑢 by Eq. 9.
8: Learn structural user representations 𝒏𝑢 with the GAT en-

coder by Eq. 13.
9: Compute cluster assignment probabilities for 𝒕𝑢 and 𝒏𝑢 by

Eq. 14, 15.
10: Calculate cluster-alignment regularization loss by Eq. 18.
11: Obtain fused representation for user 𝑢 by Eq. 19.
12: Predict LTV based on fused user representation by Eq. 20.
13: Calculate total loss by Eq. 22 and optimize model parame-

ters by Adam optimizer.
14: end for

C ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS DETAILS
C.1 Parameter settings
In this part, we will introduce the parameter settings of baselines.
For the baselines, all the models have some parameters to be tuned.
We either follow the reported optimal parameter settings or opti-
mize each model separately using the validation set. We report the
parameter settings used throughout the experiments in Table 5.



Table 5: Parameter settings of baselines.

Models Settings

Group RandomForest
max_depth=50
n_estimators=50

min_samples_split=0.5

Two-stage XGBoost
learning_rate=0.005,
max_depth=100,
n_estimators=100

WhalesDetector

kernels_size=[7, 3, 1],
channel_num=[50, 100, 50],

learning_rate=0.00001
batch_size=256,
Adam optimizer

LSTNet

RNN_hidden_dim=100,
CNN_hidden_dim=100,

kernel_size=3,
learning_rate=0.00001,

batch_size=256,
Adam optimizer

DSANet

attention_head_num=4,
kernel_size=10,

learning_rate=0.0001,
batch_size=256,
Adam optimizer

NBeats

hidden_dim=100,
blocks_num=5,

learning_rate=0.00001,
batch_size=256,
Adam optimizer

Graph WaveNet

kernel_size=2,
blocks_num=4,

channel_num=512,
learning_rate=0.00001,

batch_size=256,
Adam optimizer

GraphSAGE

hidden_dim=100,
n_layers=3,

learning_rate=0.0001,
batch_size=256,
Adam optimizer

TiSSA

RNN_hidden_dim=100,
attention_head=4,

learning_rate=0.00001,
batch_size=256,
Adam optimizer

C.2 Evaluation Metrics
In this part, we introduce the details about the Normalized Rooted
Mean Square Error (NRMSE) and Normalized Mean Average Er-
ror (NMAE) evaluation metrics.

NRMSE is the fraction of rooted mean square error and mean
of ground truth. NRMSE can be computed as:

NRMSE =

√
|U |∑
𝑖=1

| |𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 | |2 ×
√
|U|

|U |∑
𝑖=1

𝑦𝑖

(28)

NMAE is the fraction of mean absolute error andmean of ground
truth. NMAE can be computed as:

NMAE =

|U |∑
𝑖=1

|𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 |

|U |∑
𝑖=1

𝑦𝑖

(29)

,
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